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The chemical species containing carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen
in atmospheres of giant planets, brown dwarfs (T and L dwarfs),
and low-mass stars (M dwarfs) are identified as part of a compre-
hensive set of thermochemical equilibrium and kinetic calculations
for all elements. The calculations cover a wide temperature and
pressure range in the upper portions of giant planetary and T-, L-,
and M-dwarf atmospheres. Emphasis is placed on the major gases
CH4, CO, NH3, N2, and H2O but other less abundant gases are in-
cluded. The results presented are independent of particular model
atmospheres, and can be used to constrain model atmosphere tem-
peratures and pressures from observations of different gases. The
influence of metallicity on the speciation of these key elements un-
der pressure–temperature (P–T) conditions relevant to low-mass
object atmospheres is discussed. The results of the thermochemical
equilibrium computations indicate that several compounds may be
useful to establish temperature or pressure scales for giant planet,
brown dwarf, or dwarf star atmospheres. We find that ethane and
methanol abundance are useful temperature probes in giant planets
and methane dwarfs such as Gl 229B, and that CO2 can serve as a
temperature probe in more massive objects. Imidogen (NH) abun-
dances are a unique pressure-independent temperature probe for
all objects. Total pressure probes for warmer brown dwarfs and M
dwarfs are HCN, HCNO, and CH2O. No temperature-independent
probes for the total pressure in giant planets or T-dwarf atmospheres
are identified among the more abundant C, N, and O bearing gases
investigated here. c© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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INTRODUCTION

carbon bearing gas in giant planet atmospheres and in brown
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The upper atmospheres of low-mass stars, brown dwarfs, and
giant gas-rich planets are cool enough to allow formation of
monatomic and molecular gases compared to atmospheres of
stars such as the Sun. Methane (CH4) is the most abundant
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dwarfs such as Gl 229B, while carbon monoxide (CO) is the
most abundant carbon bearing gas in more massive and hotter
objects such as M dwarfs, and the L dwarfs. The new group of
L dwarfs consists of objects that have lower effective temper-
atures than M dwarfs. The L-dwarfs spectra are dominated by
strengthening metal hydride bands, neutral alkali lines, and in-
creasing depth of the water bands with decreasing temperature,
but methane bands at 1.6 and 2.2 µm are absent (Kirkpartick
et al. 1999, Martin et al. 1997, 1999). The cooler late-type L
dwarfs (Teff < 1800 K) begin to show the strong fundamental
3.3-µm methane absorption (Noll et al. 2000). Only in cooler
objects do chemical changes in the atmosphere make methane
dominant and the observation of methane and water absorption
in the 1–2.5 micron range in Gl 229B identified it as the first
bona fide brown dwarf (Nakajima et al. 1995, Oppenheimer
et al. 1995). Gl 229B is the prototype of the new group of low-
mass objects now called “T dwarfs” (Kirkpartick et al. 1999)
since several similar objects to Gl 229B were discovered by the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (DENIS) and the Two Micron All Sky
Survey (2MASS); see Burgasser et al. (1999, 2000a, 2000b),
Cuby et al. (1999), Strauss et al. (1999), and Tsvetanov et al.
(2000). In T dwarfs, methane and water bands are strong in the
1–3-µm region while the 2.3-µm CO band is absent. It was
only recently that early T dwarfs bridging the transition from L
dwarfs to T dwarfs were discovered, showing both methane and
CO absorption bands (Leggett et al. 2000).

There are several motivations for this work. Spectroscopic
studies to characterize substellar mass objects, i.e., T and L
dwarfs, and putative extrasolar gas giant planets such as 51 Pe-
gasi B, are highlighted as one of the two most compelling issues
for scientific study by the Space Studies Board (1998). Our the-
oretical modeling is important for interpreting and guiding these
spectroscopic studies (e.g., Geballe et al. 2001, Saumon et al.
2000). Second, theoretical models of the chemistry of the deep
atmospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune in the 100–
1000-bar region are important for the design of deep atmospheric
0019-1035/02 $35.00
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entry probes to these planets (e.g., Spilker and Hubbard 1997).
The continuing advances in high temperature electronics, minia-
turization of analytical instruments for gas chemistry, and in a
number of the required spacecraft systems have made the design
of 100–1000-bar probes realistic. We note that the Venera and
Vega landing probes successfully functioned for about one hour
at about 740 K and 100 bars on Venus’ surface. Third, stud-
ies of deep atmospheric probe missions to Jupiter, Saturn, and
Uranus have been recommended by the Space Studies Board
(1988, 1991) because of the importance of determining the ele-
mental composition, dynamics, and cloud composition to levels
well below the water cloud base on these planets. In the case
of Uranus and Neptune, the water cloud base is at about the
100-bar level (Fegley and Prinn 1986) and probes to greater
depths and higher pressures are required. Last, recent models
of the internal structure of Jupiter and Saturn indicate that their
interiors may not be fully convective at temperatures lower than
about 4000 K (Guillot et al. 1994a, 1994b) and may have radia-
tive zones between 1450 and 1900 K (Guillot 1999). However,
these models do not include the alkali opacities (T. Guillot, per-
sonal communication). Thermodynamic modeling of the molec-
ular composition of solar and near-solar composition atmo-
spheres at high pressures and temperatures is an essential
input for opacity calculations that are needed to explore pos-
sible radiative zones inside the gas giant planets.

Atmospheres of giant planets, T, L, and M dwarfs have dif-
ferent P–T structures and have their own characteristic distribu-
tion of the elements between atomic and molecular gases, and
solid and liquid condensates. We use chemical thermodynamics
and kinetics to calculate which gas species and condensates are
present as a function of temperature (T), pressure (P), and ele-
mental abundances (i.e., metallicity). We previously calculated
the chemical speciation for the elements in the atmospheres of
Jupiter and Saturn (Fegley and Lodders 1994). This approach
yields information about the chemical probes from the deep in-
terior of the giant planets but is restricted to these two specific
objects. The approach of using individual P–T profiles is imprac-
tical for calculating the chemical composition for the numerous
M, L, and T dwarfs, and extra-solar giant planets.

Instead of selecting a representative P–T profile for each ob-
ject to calculate the characteristic chemical composition, we
plot contour diagrams of the abundances for each compound in
P–T space. This general approach to describe chemical compo-
sition as a function of T and P is more indicative of the species
expected for a particular group of objects. Furthermore, any P–T
profile for a specific object can be superimposed on the abun-
dance diagrams to find its chemical composition, or vice versa,
the chemical speciation can be used to constrain an object’s at-
mospheric P–T structure.

We use solar elemental abundances (Lodders and Fegley
1998) in the computations as well as metallicities that are 0.5 dex
(i.e., half a log unit) higher and lower than solar. Brown dwarfs
and low-mass stars among the old disk population or in older

clusters may be deficient in heavier elements (all elements heav-
ier than H and He) relative to the Sun, while younger population
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objects, such as the brown dwarfs in the Pleiades, are more likely
to have relative excesses of heavier elements. The metallicity of
“isolated” brown dwarfs and low-mass stars is probably deter-
mined by the composition of their primordial molecular clouds
from which they formed. However, there is another mechanism
to increase the metallicity in objects in binary systems.

Giant planets such as Jupiter and Saturn are known to have
enrichments of heavy elements relative to the Sun. These en-
richments are assumed to be caused by preferential accretion of
rock and ice, and incomplete gas capture of H2 and He from the
solar nebula. Such effects may apply to extrasolar giant planets,
brown dwarfs, or even some low-mass stars in binary (or mul-
tiple) systems. Thus, knowing the metallicity of a primary star
and that of an associated giant planet, brown dwarf, or low-mass
star can help to decipher the formation and accretion history of
the system.

We previously reported some results of the thermochemical
calculations for C and N and the rock-forming elements Al, Ca,
Cr, Fe, Mg, Si, Ti, V (Fegley and Lodders 1996) and the alkali
elements (Lodders 1999a). These computations were applied to
develop a relative temperature scale for low-mass dwarfs and are
used to interpret results of alkali element observations in low-
mass stars and brown dwarfs. Here we focus on C, N, and O
because these elements are typically the next most abundant el-
ements after H and He and their chemistry is diagnostic for P and
T conditions in low-mass stars, brown dwarfs, and giant planets.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

We use the CONDOR chemical equilibrium code (Fegley and
Lodders 1994), previously used successfully for modeling chem-
istry in the solar nebula (Lodders and Fegley 1993; Lauretta and
Lodders 1997), in the atmospheres and circumstellar envelopes
of cool stars (Lodders and Fegley 1995, 1997a, 1997b, 1999), in
the atmosphere of Venus (Fegley et al. 1997), in volcanic gases
on Jupiter’s satellite Io (Zolotov and Fegley 1998a, 1998b), and
in the atmospheres of gas giant planets and brown dwarfs (Fegley
and Lodders 1994, 1996; Lodders 1999a; Lodders and Fegley
1994). The results from the CONDOR code agree with results
from a Gibbs free energy minimization code that was developed
by others (see Fegley et al. 1997; Zolotov and Fegley 1998a,
1998b) and with results from other groups using other computer
codes [e.g., the METKON code described by Fegley and Palme
(1985) or the code described by Barshay and Lewis (1978)].
Some results showing the versatility of the code are described
on our webpage (http://solarsystem.wustl.edu).

Where relevant, we considered the possible effects of vertical
mixing on the abundances of gases which are observed (e.g.,
CO) or possible (e.g., N2, HCN) chemical probes of the deep
atmospheres of the gas giant planets in our solar system. These
calculations were done using a chemical dynamical model de-
scribed elsewhere (e.g., Fegley and Prinn 1985, 1986, 1988a,
1988b; Fegley and Lodders 1994). As discussed below, we com-

pare results from the Prinn and Barshay (1977) and Yung et al.
(1988) kinetic schemes for CO reduction to CH4, and show that
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the latter scheme apparently does not reproduce the observed
CO abundances on Jupiter and Saturn.

Thermochemical Computational Algorithm

The CONDOR code simultaneously considers the dual con-
straints of mass balance and chemical equilibrium. Once the
temperature, pressure, and bulk composition (e.g., elemental
abundances) are specified, the chemical equilibrium composi-
tion of a gaseous system is fixed. It is important to recall that
thermodynamics is path independent and that the path used to
arrive at a P–T point does not affect the chemical equilibrium
composition. The operation of the CONDOR code is illustrated
with an example based on a simplified version of the nitrogen
thermochemistry.

In this example the total nitrogen elemental abundance is de-
noted as �N and it is assumed that the only important nitrogen
gases are N2 (g), NH3 (g), HCN (g), and CH3NH2 (g). The mass
balance expression for nitrogen, which equates the total nitrogen
elemental abundance (�N) to the sum of the abundances of all
N gases, is given by the equation

�N = 2PN2 + PNH3 + PHCN + PCH3NH2 , (1)

where Pi is the partial pressure of gas i. The mass balance equa-
tion (1) is rewritten in terms of the fugacity of molecular nitrogen
(fN2), the equilibrium constants (Ki) for forming gas i from the
constituent elements in their respective reference states, and the
thermodynamic activities and fugacities of other elements com-
bined with N in the gases considered. In this example these other
elements are carbon and hydrogen, so the thermodynamic ac-
tivity of graphite (agr) and the fugacity of molecular hydrogen
(fH2) are used. The rewritten version of Eq. (1) is

�N = (
fN2

)0.5[
2KN2

(
fN2

)0.5 + KNH3

(
fH2

)1.5 + KHCN

× agr
(
fH2

)0.5 + KCH3NH2 × agr
(
fH2

)2.5]
. (2)

One equation, like Eq. (2), which contains the partial pressure
terms for all gases containing the element in question is writ-
ten for each element in the code. This example considers only
four N-bearing gases, but the actual mass balance equations in
the CONDOR code are considerably more complex. For exam-
ple, the mass balance equation for nitrogen contains over one
hundred gases and that for hydrogen contains several hundred
different gases. Furthermore, as evident from Eq. (2), the mass
balance equations are coupled and nonlinear because they con-
tain fugacities and activities for several elements.

The solution of the mass balance equations in the CONDOR
code is done by making an initial guess for the activity (or fu-
gacity) of each element. The initial guesses can be optimized
and the solution will converge within fewer steps if the ma-
jor gases of each element are known, but this optimization is

not essential for proper operation of the code. The CONDOR
code iteratively solves the set of coupled nonlinear equations
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and gives the thermodynamic activity (or fugacity) for each el-
ement, the abundances of all gases in the code, and information
on the quality of the solution for each element. The convergence
criterion used specifies that the code reaches a solution when the
calculated abundance and the input abundance for each element
agree within 1 part in 100,000 or better. Here, gas composition
and types of condensates are computed for temperatures from
500 to 2500 K, and total pressures from 10+3 to 10−7 bars. Tem-
perature and log pressure step sizes in the computations are 5 or
10 K and 0.04 to 0.1 log P increments, respectively. The code
currently contains ∼2000 gaseous and ∼1600 solid and liquid
species of all naturally occurring elements, for which the chem-
ical equilibrium composition is simultaneously evaluated at a
given P and T.

Thermodynamic Data

The equilibrium constants Ki are taken from the thermody-
namic database used in the Planetary Chemistry Laboratory.
This has been and continues to be compiled by careful evalua-
tion of thermodynamic data published in compilations and in the
refereed literature. This careful evaluation is necessary for two
reasons: (1) errors and inconsistencies exist in thermodynamic
data compilations, and (2) thermodynamic data from the refereed
literature need to be analyzed and evaluated before use in com-
putations (see Stull and Prophet 1967). For example, some of
the tables in the third and/or fourth editions of the JANAF Tables
(Chase et al. 1985; Chase 1999) that are incorrect and have to be
recomputed before use are those for C2H2, S2O, PH, PH3, PN,
and Mg3P2O8 solid (e.g., Heirs 1994, Zolotov and Fegley 1998a,
1998b, Lodders 1999b). Computations that are done by simply
copying all the tabulated data from JANAF and/or other data
sources can contain errors due to the use of incorrect thermody-
namic data. This is particularly important for phosphorous chem-
istry because the JANAF data for PH3, PH, PN, and Mg3P2O8,
frequently used in computations of atmospheric chemistry (e.g.,
Burrows and Sharp, 1999) are incorrect (Lodders 1999b).

Elemental Abundances

The calculations were done using updated solar abundances
for all elements (Lodders and Fegley 1998). The continuing
improvements in solar spectroscopy and analyses of chondritic
meteorites have led to significant changes in solar elemental
abundances from those listed in the Anders and Grevesse (1989)
compilation, which were used by Fegley and Lodders (1994),
where we adopted uniform enrichments for heavy elements of
2.3 (Jupiter) and 6 times solar (Saturn). Solar elemental abun-
dances that have been revised by more than 10% since Anders
and Grevesse (1989) include N (16% lower), O (12% lower),
P (22% lower), and S (13% lower). This is another important
difference between our work and that of other groups who use
the older Anders and Grevesse (1989) compilation.

The effect of changes in metallicity was investigated for

[Fe/H] = +0.5 dex and [Fe/H] = −0.5 dex. Here [Fe/H] is the
standard astronomical notation for the atomic heavy element
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(represented by Fe) to hydrogen ratio in a given object rel-
ative to the respective solar abundance ratios defined so that
[Fe/H] = log(Fe/H)object − log(Fe/H)Sun. Stellar spectroscopy
shows that the ratios of heavy elements (e.g., C/O, N/C, Fe/Si,
etc.) remain solar for metallicities down to [Fe/H] ∼ −1 and
only elemental abundance ratios relative to hydrogen change
from the solar ratio. Below [Fe/H] < −1 the abundance ratios
of heavy elements deviate from solar abundance ratios (see, e.g.,
Edvardsson et al. (1993) for determination of stellar elemental
abundances over a wide range of metallicities).

Abundances with [Fe/H] = +0.5 (equivalent to ∼3.2 times
solar values) are appropriate for Jupiter, where recent Galileo
Probe results show heavy element enrichments of about three
times the solar value (e.g., Niemann et al., 1998, Mahaffy et al.
2000). On the other hand, the brown dwarf Gl 299B likely is
of subsolar metallicity. Depending on adopted gravity (g), the
metallicity may range from −0.5(log g = 4.5, Teff = 870 K) to
[Fe/H] = −0.1(log g = 5.5, Teff = 1030 K) and at the most likely
Teff of 940 K, [Fe/H] is −0.3 for log g = 5.0 (Saumon et al.
2000).

Condensate Formation

The CONDOR code takes possible liquid and solid conden-
sates into account. This is illustrated using nitrogen chemistry
as an example. Solid ammonium hydrosulfide (NH4SH) is ex-
pected to condense in the atmospheres of gas giant planets such
as Jupiter. At chemical equilibrium, the condensation of NH4SH
(solid) occurs when the thermodynamic activity of this phase
becomes equal to one. The thermodynamic activity of NH4SH
(solid) is dependent only upon the bulk composition, pressure,
and temperature of the system and not upon the P–T path used
to arrive at a given P–T point. In other words, the NH4SH (solid)
condensation curve can be plotted as a function of pressure and
temperature for each metallicity we consider. However, nucle-
ation constraints may cause condensation of NH4SH (and other
condensates) at temperatures below the chemical equilibrium
condensation temperature. We do not consider nucleation con-
straints here.

Once the CONDOR code finds that a(NH4SH) is equal to
(or greater than) one, it computes the temperature at which the
activity first reached unity, resets the thermodynamic activity of
NH4SH (solid) to unity at all lower temperatures, and adds a new
term A(NH4SH) to the mass balance equations for nitrogen and
sulfur which takes into account the amount of NH4SH that is
condensed. (The hydrogen abundance is so large relative to that
of nitrogen and sulfur that a mass balance correction for NH4SH
condensation is very small for a solar or near solar composition
gas, but this term is necessary in a very high metallicity sys-
tem, such as the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune.) The gas
phase and condensation calculations are coupled, and are done
simultaneously using iterative methods.

The total abundance of each condensate is limited by the least
abundant element in the condensate. For example, condensation

of NH4SH from a solar or a near solar composition system such
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as the jovian atmosphere occurs via the net thermochemical
reaction

NH3 (g) + H2S (g) = NH4SH (solid) (3)

at about 230 K in Jupiter’s atmosphere. The solar atomic abun-
dances of hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulfur are 2.82 × 1010, 2.63 ×
106, and 4.47 × 105 atoms, respectively, on the cosmochemical
scale where Si = 1.00 × 106 atoms (Lodders and Fegley 1998).
Here sulfur is the least abundant element and limits the amount
of NH4SH that condenses. At 230 K on Jupiter, NH3 and H2S
are the dominant nitrogen-bearing and sulfur-bearing gases and
contain ∼100% of all nitrogen and ∼100% of all sulfur in the
atmosphere. The NH3 abundance decreases by about 17% (i.e.,
by the S/N atomic abundance ratio) due to the condensation of
NH4SH, but H2S is almost completely consumed by NH4SH
condensation. The H2S abundance at lower temperatures is very
small (effectively zero) and is an exponential function of temper-
ature because it is controlled by its vapor pressure over NH4SH
(solid). Analogous constraints control the abundances of other
condensates and affect the abundances of gaseous species after
condensation occurs.

There is an important difference between condensate for-
mation in a planetary, brown dwarf, or stellar atmosphere and
condensate formation in a low-gravity environment such as the
solar nebula (or other protoplanetary disks). In a planetary atmo-
sphere, condensates forming directly from the gas at high tem-
peratures (“primary condensates”) settle and form cloud layers.
These primary condensates do not react with the gas at alti-
tudes � Hcloud (the cloud particle number density scale height)
above the condensate clouds. These condensate clouds are out
of equilibrium with the overlying atmosphere. In contrast, pri-
mary condensates in the solar nebula remain dispersed in the gas.
In this environment, secondary condensates form by gas–solid
reactions of the primary condensates with the surrounding gas
during cooling. However, in planetary atmospheres the primary
condensates are segregated by condensate cloud formation and
secondary condensates cannot form.

Several sets of observations demonstrate the depletion of re-
fractory elements via condensate cloud formation at high tem-
peratures deep in the atmospheres of gas giant planets and brown
dwarfs. The absence of silane (SiH4) and the presence of ger-
mane (GeH4) in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn is due
to depletion of refractory Si, but not of volatile Ge, by conden-
sate formation deep in their atmospheres (Fegley and Lodders
1994). Silicon is much more abundant than germanium in a
solar composition gas, which has an atomic Si/Ge ratio of ∼8300
(Lodders and Fegley 1998). Still, SiH4 is not observed on ei-
ther Jupiter or Saturn, and the observational upper limits are
SiH4/H2 ∼ 1 × 10−9 by volume (1 ppbv). For comparison, the
solar Si/H2 molar ratio is 7.09 × 10−5, which is about 71,000
times larger than the observational upper limit on the silane
abundance. In contrast, GeH4 is observed with a GeH4/H2 ratio
∼0.7 ppbv on Jupiter and ∼0.4 ppbv on Saturn (Lodders and
Fegley 1998). These values are close to the solar Ge/H2 molar

ratio of 8.5 ppbv and the difference arises because not all Ge in
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FIG. 1. Temperature–pressure profiles for Jupiter, Gliese 229B (Teff =
960 K), and a M dwarf star (Teff = 2200 K, dust-free). The jovian profile is an
extrapolation to higher pressures and temperatures of the adiabatic P, T profile
measured by the Galileo entry probe. The profiles for Gliese 229B and the M
dwarf are from Marley et al. (1996) and Tsuji et al. (1996), respectively.

the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn is present as GeH4 (Fegley
and Lodders 1994).

The second observation is the detection by the Galileo entry
probe mass spectrometer (GPMS) of H2S at about three times
the solar S/H2 ratio in Jupiter’s atmosphere (Niemann et al.
1998). The models of Lewis (1969), Barshay and Lewis (1978),
and Fegley and Lodders (1994), which include depletion of Fe
metal by condensate cloud formation deep in the jovian and sat-

FIG. 2. The labeled regions map the presence of major carbon-bearing
gases as a function of P and T in a system with solar metallicity. The dividing
lines show where the different gases have equal abundances (e.g., CO and CH4

have equal abundances on the line between their dominance fields). The shaded
region at the upper right shows where elemental carbon (in the form of graphite)

is thermodynamically stable.
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FIG. 3. The labeled regions show the presence of major oxygen bearing
gases as a function of P and T for a solar composition gas. The dividing lines
show where the different gases have equal abundances (e.g., CO and H2O). The
condensation temperatures of major reservoirs for condensed oxygen, i.e., water
ice, enstatite, and forsterite, are indicated by dotted lines.

urnian atmospheres, predict that H2S will be present in the jovian
and saturnian tropospheres at altitudes below the NH4SH cloud
condensation level. These predictions are in agreement with the
GPMS observations of H2S on Jupiter. The CASSINI spacecraft
will probably be able to see below the NH4SH clouds on Saturn
and should detect H2S in the saturnian troposphere. If Fe cloud
formation did not occur, H2S would be completely absent from
the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn because of formation of
FeS (troilite) by reaction of Fe metal grains with H2S gas at
700 K. The solar Fe/S ratio is about two and condensation of
FeS consumes all H2S gas. Thus, formation of FeS and removal
of H2S is at odds with the Galileo Probe observations.

The third observation is the detection of monatomic K gas in
the atmosphere of Gliese 229B (e.g., Burrows et al. 2000). The
calculations of Lodders (1999a) indicate that K (gas) is the dom-
inant potassium-bearing gas until conversion to KCl (gas). The
conversion of K to KCl is gradual and occurs over a wide temper-
ature interval, but 50% of K is converted to KCl at about 1000 K
and 3 bars total pressure (see Fig. 2 of Lodders 1999a). Her
calculations consider the depletion of refractory rock-forming
elements such as Al, Ca, and Si by condensate cloud formation
deep in the atmosphere of Gl 229B. If these elements were not
removed by condensate cloud formation, monatomic K vapor
would be removed from the atmosphere of Gl 229B by con-
densation into silicate minerals such as KAlSi3O8 (orthoclase)
at high temperatures and would be depleted or absent in the
observable atmosphere. However, this reaction sequence yields
too little monatomic K gas in Gl 229B and in the even cooler T
dwarf Gl 590 D. Calculations that sequester Al, Ca, and Si into
deep cloud layers (e.g., Lodders 1999a) are in better agreement
with the higher observed K abundances as recently shown by

Geballe et al. (2001) for Gl 590 D.
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FIG. 4. The CH4/CO boundary, along which CO and CH4 have equal abundances, as a function of pressure and temperature for systems with a subsolar

metallicity of [Fe/H] = −0.5 (a), solar metallicity (b), and an enhanced metallicity of [Fe/H] = 0.5 (c). The relative abundances of all elements heavier than He
are the same as in a solar composition gas. The same three metallicities are graphe
The removal of primary condensates from the atmosphere
into cloud layers is occasionally termed “rainout” and contrasted
with the “no-rainout” scenario, where condensates remain dis-
persed in the gas (see, e.g., Burrows and Sharp (1999), Burrows
et al. 2000). We prefer to use “condensate cloud formation” in-
stead of “rainout” because rainout is misleading and is not the
proper meteorological term. It implies that condensates are liq-
uid, which is only the case for a limited set of condensates at high
temperatures and pressures (see Lodders 1999a). If “rainout” is
taken to describe settling of condensates, the term “snowing” is
more appropriate. Another reason to avoid “rainout” is that rain-

out describes precipitation from a cloud, not precipitation into a
cloud, which is what happens in brown dwarf atmospheres.
d in subsequent figures.

RESULTS OF THE THERMOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS

Representative pressure, temperature profiles for the atmo-
spheres of Jupiter, Gl 229B, and a M dwarf star (with an ef-
fective temperature of 2200 K and a dust-free atmosphere) are
given in Fig. 1. The jovian profile is an extrapolation from 420 K
to higher temperatures of the measured (adiabatic) profile from
the Galileo entry probe. The profiles for Gl 229B (Teff = 960 K)
and the M dwarf star (Teff = 2200 K) are from Marley et al.
(1996) and Tsuji et al. (1996). These model atmospheres are
shown to give some orientation of where different types of ob-

jects may plot in pressure–temperature space. The scales of the
temperature and pressure axis are reversed so that the coolest
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FIG. 5. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the methane (CH4) mole fract
fraction is defined as moles of methane divided by total number of moles of gas.

temperatures are at the top and temperatures increase downward
into the atmosphere. Similarly, the pressure is lowest to the right
as we move out from the interior of an object’s atmosphere.

The subsequent figures illustrate our computational results for
carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen chemistry. These results are inde-
pendent of the three pressure–temperature profiles displayed in
Fig. 1, and in principle can be used to constrain the pressure,
temperature profiles for atmospheres of gas giant planets in our
and other solar systems, brown dwarfs, and cool stars. We return
to this topic when describing applications of our calculations to
astronomical observations of these types of objects. We iden-
tify potential pressure and temperature probes by analyzing the
chemical equilibrium abundances of compounds as a function

of pressure and temperature. However, it must be remembered
that chemical abundances do not directly translate to spectro-
n for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities. The methane mole

scopic detectability because the latter depends on whether a com-
pound is spectroscopically active, on transition probabilities, on
line- and band strength, and on accessibility of wavelength in
the observations. Many of the potential chemical probes have
abundances in the ppb to ppm range that may not be detectable
in objects outside the solar system. Still, the investigation of
their abundances is useful because the minor species, even if not
observable, may contribute to opacities in low-mass objects.

With a few exceptions, all figures are drawn to the same scale.
This facilitates comparisons of chemistry with P–T profiles. We
find that it is convenient to make this comparison by overlaying
a transparency of Fig. 1 on the abundance contour diagrams.
As discussed in many textbooks, at thermochemical equilib-

rium, the chemistry for a given set of elemental abundances is
uniquely defined at any given P and T point without the need
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FIG. 6. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the carbon monoxide (CO) mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities. The CO mole

fraction is defined as moles of CO divided by total number of moles of gas.

for other constraints. Therefore, we can use a general approach
of computing the chemistry in a wide P–T grid. If we want to
look at the equilibrium chemistry of a specific object, we overlay
its P–T profile on this grid. Abundances along the object’s P–T
profile are then obtained by reading the crossing contour lines.
Similarly, whenever an object’s P–T profile crosses a condensa-
tion line, it indicates the P and T where the condensate forms in
the object of choice.

Carbon and Oxygen Chemistry

Dominance Fields of Major Carbon-Bearing Gases

The major carbon-bearing gases in a solar composition gas of

any given metallicity are generally methane, carbon monoxide,
and/or carbon dioxide, depending on temperature and total pres-
sure. Hot and less dense atmospheres are more likely to show
abundant CO (and CO2 at lower T), while in cooler and more
dense objects methane is the abundant gas. Figure 2 defines the
pressure and temperature regions where different carbon gases
constitute the major form of carbon in a solar metallicity atmo-
sphere. For example, the region labeled CH4 shows the pressures
and temperatures where methane is the major carbon gas, and the
region labeled CO shows the pressures and temperatures where
carbon monoxide is the major carbon gas. These two gases are
converted into one another by the net thermochemical reaction,

CO + 3H2 = CH4 + H2O, (4)
and they have equal abundances (Ai), along the line dividing
these two regions [A(CH4) = A(CO)]. At any point in P–T space
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the abundances of these two gases do not drop to zero as this
line is crossed. Methane is present (although no longer domi-
nant) inside the region where CO is the major carbon gas, and
vice versa. Except at very high temperatures, this line shows
where CH4 and CO are equivalent to about one-half of the to-
tal carbon abundance [A(CH4) = A(CO) ≈ 1

2�C]. At very high
temperatures, methane and CO thermally dissociate via the net
thermochemical reactions

CH4 = CH3 + H (5)

CO = C + O, (6)

and the methyl radical (CH3) and monatomic carbon vapor (C
gas) become the major forms of carbon. The CH4-CH3-CO triple
point, where the three gases have equal abundances [A(CH4) =
A(CH3) = A(CO)] is at ∼4695 K and ∼8904 bar (the abundance
of each gas equals about one third of the total carbon abundance).
The CO-CH3-C triple point [A(CO) = A(CH3) = A(C)] is at
∼7718 K and ∼10,000 bars. At higher temperatures, monatomic
carbon vapor thermally ionizes via the net reaction

C = C+ + e−, (7)

and C+ is the major carbon gas. The C-C+ boundary takes ther-
mal ionization of other elements and compounds into account
because thermal ionization of the alkali metals (and other species
with ionization potentials lower than that of carbon) contributes
to the electron pressure in the equilibrium constant expression
for reaction (7) and hence affects the position of the C/C+ equal
abundance boundary.

At equilibrium at low temperatures, CH4 and CO react to form
graphite via the net thermochemical reactions

CO + CH4 = H2O + H2 + 2C (graphite) (8)

CO + H2 = H2O + C (graphite) (9)

CH4 = 2H2 + C (graphite). (10)

The complex phase relations at low temperatures fall into three
important regions: (1) the region where graphite is thermody-
namically stable, but not necessarily the most abundant form of
carbon, (2) the region where graphite is both stable and also the
most abundant form of carbon, and (3) the region where CO2 is
the major form of carbon.

The shaded region in Fig. 2 indicates where graphite is ther-
modynamically stable and where the thermodynamic activity of
graphite is unity. The maximum temperature and pressure for
graphite formation at equilibrium in a solar metallicity gas are
463 K and 10−7.365 bar. Our calculated graphite stability field
agrees with the results of Urey (1953) and Lewis et al. (1979)
but includes the revisions in solar elemental abundances and in
thermodynamic data since the earlier work was done.

The region where graphite is the major form of carbon is

bounded at higher pressures by the graphite =CH4 equal abun-
dance line and at lower pressures by either the graphite =CO
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or graphite =CO2 equal abundance lines. The maximum tem-
perature and pressure at which graphite is the most abundant
form of carbon (i.e., the graphite-CH4-CO triple point) is 423.1 K
and 10−8.505 bars. Two other triple points inside the graphite
stability field are (1) the CO-CH4-CO2 triple point at 407.8 K and
10−9.025 bars where A(CO) = A(CH4) = A(CO2) and A(CO) ≈
A(CH4) ≈ A(CO2) ≈ 1/5�C ≈ 1

2 A(graphite); and (2) the
graphite-CO-CO2 triple point at 396.6 K and 10−9.754 bars.

The third region where CO2 is the major form of carbon
surrounds the graphite-rich region. Carbon dioxide is produced
from CO and CH4 via the net thermochemical reactions

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2 (11)

CH4 + 2H2O = CO2 + 4H2. (12)

The net thermochemical reactions

2CO = CO2 + C (graphite) (13)

2CH4 + 2H2O = CO2 + 2H2 + C (graphite) (14)

CO2 + CH4 = 2H2O + 2C (graphite), (15)

which form graphite are also important in this field.

Dominance Fields of Major Oxygen-Bearing Gases

Figure 3 shows the major oxygen-bearing gases as a function
of T and P as done for carbon-bearing gases in Fig. 2. The
major oxygen-bearing gases in a solar composition gas of any
given metallicity are water and carbon monoxide, depending on
temperature and total pressure. Generally, H2O gas is the major

FIG. 7. Logarithmic time scale (seconds) contours for the chemical con-

version of CO to CH4. The conversion of CO to CH4 is favored at high pressures
and high temperatures.
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FIG. 8. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the water vapor (H2O) m

O-bearing gas at low temperatures and high pressures, while CO
gas is dominant at high temperatures and low pressures. At very
high temperatures, thermal dissociation of CO to C and O gases
takes place on the low pressure side while at high pressures, H2O
dissociates to OH and H.

The distribution of oxygen between H2O and CO is affected by
forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and enstatite (MgSiO3) condensation be-
cause these major condensates provide a sink for oxygen at high
temperatures. Oxygen removal from the atmosphere is limited
by the abundances of Si and Mg. If all Si and Mg are condensed,
only about 14.5% of all oxygen is bound into the Mg-silicates.
The condensation of the less abundant Ca-, Al-, and Ti-bearing
des at higher temperatures than forsterite only removes about
of total oxygen from the gas. Massive removal of oxygen
le fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

from the gas only occurs when water ice (or liquid) condenses
at very low temperatures (see discussion below).

A comparison of the P–T profiles in Fig. 1 with Figs. 2 and 3
shows that the regions where either CO or CH4 are the dominant
carbon gases, or H2O and CO are the major oxygen gases, are of
most interest for the atmospheres of gas giant planets, T and L
dwarfs, and cool M dwarfs. Our discussion of individual gases is
focused on a temperature range of 500 to 2500 K and pressures
from 10−7 to 103 bars that are appropriate for these objects.

Methane, CH4. As noted in the introduction, methane is
the most abundant carbon-bearing gas in giant planet atmo-

spheres and in brown dwarfs such as Gl 229B, while CO is the
most abundant carbon-bearing gas in more massive and hotter
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objects such as L and M dwarfs. Figures 4a–4c show curves of
equal abundances of methane and CO defining the temperature–
pressure regimes where either gas is most abundant for three
different metallicities ([Fe/H] = −0.5, solar, and +0.5). The
lines of equal abundances for CO and methane indicate where
essentially all carbon is evenly divided between CO and CH4

because other C-bearing gases such as CO2 are much less abun-
dant (see Fig. 2). The point of Figs. 4a–4c is that the CH4 = CO
boundary depends on pressure and temperature, and, as dis-
cussed below, the position of the equal abundance curves show
a parallel shift towards the methane field with increasing overall
metallicity.

These findings pose challenges for using the presence of
methane as a temperature indicator for low-mass objects, as
discussed by Lodders (1999c) and Noll et al. (2000). First, the
curves of equal abundances for methane and CO depend on tem-
perature and pressure, as seen from Figs. 2 and 4a–4c. Depend-
ing on how deep an observation probes into the atmosphere,
a different pressure–temperature level is observed. For exam-
ple, at the one-bar level, the CH4-CO boundary is at ∼1125 K,
while at the 10-bar level, it is at ∼1390 K for solar metallicity.
If we take the CH4-CO boundary as a guide, these two differ-
ent maximum temperatures are implied by the observation of
methane.

Second, an estimate of the temperature from the CH4-CO
boundary assumes that CH4 is only present once the CH4-CO
boundary is reached. Even when CO is the most abundant carbon
bearing gas, methane is still present in some amount. Figures 5a–
5c show contours of methane mole fractions in P–T space for
different metallicities. From the CH4-CO boundary, methane
abundances decrease with increasing temperature and with de-
creasing total pressure. If observations probe an atmospheric
level close to the CH4-CO boundary inside the CO field methane
abundances may still be large enough to allow spectroscopic
detection. Then temperatures are actually higher than those in-
ferred from the assumption that the detection of methane refers
to the CH4-CO boundary. Therefore, abundances of CH4 make
a better temperature indicator than the detection of methane
alone.

Third, there are shifts in the CH4-CO boundary as a function of
metallicity (Figs. 4a–4c). The CO to CH4 conversion is favored
by low metallicities and the CH4-CO boundary shifts to higher
temperatures (at constant P) as metallicity decreases. Higher
metallicities have the opposite effect and the CH4-CO boundary
is located at lower temperatures (at constant P). At given temper-
ature and pressure, more of the total carbon is chemically bound
in methane in subsolar metallicity objects. Of course, the abso-
lute methane abundances (i.e., the CH4/H2 ratio) are smaller in
low metallicity objects than in objects with solar abundances at a
given point in the P–T field where methane is the most abundant
gas.

The effect of metallicity on the position of the CH4 = CO

boundary can be explained as follows. At the temperatures and
pressures considered in Fig. 4, CO and CH4 constitute 100% of
BSTELLAR OBJECTS 403

the total carbon abundance (�C) while CO and H2O comprise
100% of the oxygen abundance (�O) in the gas

�C = PCO + PCH4 (16)

�Ogas = PH2O + PCO = 0.84�O. (17)

About 16% of the total oxygen abundance (i.e., 3.35 × 106

atoms out of the solar abundance of 2.09 × 107 atoms) is chem-
ically bound in rock at these temperatures and pressures, which
is why the oxygen abundance in the gas is less than the total
oxygen abundance. The C/O atomic ratio in a solar metallicity
system is ∼0.48. Stellar spectroscopy shows that this C/O ra-
tio remains constant at the lower and higher metallicities shown
in Fig. 4. Along the CH4 = CO boundary we rewrite the mass
balance equations for carbon and oxygen as

�C = PCO + PCH4 = 2PCO (18)

�Ogas = PH2O + PCO = PH2O + 0.5�C

= PH2O + 0.5 (0.48�O). (19)

Rearranging Eq. (19) to solve for the water vapor partial pressure
yields

PH2O = �Ogas − 0.24�O ∼= 0.60�O. (20)

Using Eq. (20) to substitute the equilibrium constant expression

FIG. 9. Water ice and liquid water condensation temperatures for subsolar,
solar, and enhanced metallicity systems. Water ice (or liquid water at and above
273.15 K) is stable on and above the condensation curves. These curves intersect
the P, T profile for Jupiter, where liquid water clouds are expected, but do not

intersect the P, T profiles for Gliese 229B or the M dwarf, where water ice (or
liquid) clouds are not expected.
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for reaction (4) gives

K4
∼= PCH4 PH2O

/(
PCOP3

H2

)=XCH4 XH2O
/(

XCOX3
H2

)×PT
−2

(21)

and

XCH4

/
XCO = K4 × P2

TX3
H2

/
XH2O

∼= K4 × P2
TX3

H2

/
0.6X�O

∼= K4 × P2
T(780.83/m). (22)

The quotient in Eq. (22) can be replaced by a constant equal to
(X3

H2
/0.6X�O) in a solar metallicity system divided by a metal-
city factor (m) because the H2 mole fraction is essentially
changed by the small metallicity variations while the water
mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

vapor mole fraction (0.6X�O) varies linearly with the metal-
licity. Equation (22) shows that the CH4/CO ratio is inversely
proportional to metallicity, so as metallicity decreases, the
CH4/CO ratio at a given pressure and temperature increases, and
the CH4-CO boundary (where CH4/CO = 1) moves to higher
temperature.

As mentioned earlier, methane is still present inside the CO
field; its abundance does not drop to zero as the CH4-CO bound-
ary is crossed. Methane mole fractions inside the CO field are
plotted in Figs. 5a–5c. The abundance contours for CH4 mole
fractions ≤10−5 plot at the same pressures and temperatures
for all metallicities but contours for CH4 mole fraction >10−5

depend on metallicity. Note that in a solar metallicity system,
−5
a CH4 mole fraction of 10 corresponds to a CH4/CO ratio of

∼3.4%, which is equivalent to a CH4/�C ratio of ∼1.7%.
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FIG. 11. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the methyl radical (CH3

The abundance of CH4 is independent of metallicity inside
the CO field. Rearranging Eq. (21) to solve for the CH4 mole
fraction yields

XCH4 = XCO · K4 · P2
T

(
X3

H2

/
XH2O

)
. (23)

Inside the CO field, CH4 is a minor part of the total carbon
abundance and we rewrite the carbon mass balance equation
(16) as

�C ∼= PCO, (24)

and to a good first approximation the CO mole fraction is then
given by
XCO
∼= X�C. (25)
mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

Likewise, the H2O mole fraction can be written as

XH2O
∼= X�Ogas − X�C, (26)

using Eq. (17) for the oxygen mass balance. Rewriting Eq. (23)
using Eqs. (25) and (26) for the CO and H2O mole fractions,
respectively, gives

XCH4
∼= K4 · P2

T X3
H2

[
X�C

/(
X�Ogas − X�C

)]
(27)

for the CH4 mole fraction inside the CO field for a solar metal-
licity system. Equation (27) is generalized to other metallicities

by multiplying the solar carbon and oxygen abundances by the
metallicity factor m, which is unity for a solar gas, 100.5 for
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FIG. 12. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the ethane (C2H6) m

[Fe/H] = 0.5, and so on. We obtain the equation

XCH4
∼= K4 · P2

T X3
H2

[
mX�C

/(
mX�Ogas − mX�C

)]

∼= K4 · P2
T X3

H2

[
X�C

/(
X�Ogas − X�C

)]
. (28)

The metallicity factor m cancels out of the quotient in Eq. (28)
and the CH4 mole fraction at constant pressure and temperature
is the same in subsolar, solar, and supersolar metallicity systems
as long as CO is the dominant carbon gas.

Equation (28) and the contours plotted in Figs. 5a–5c show
that the CH4 abundance is a potential temperature indicator in
objects with CO-rich atmospheres. However, qualitative detec-
tion of CH4 without quantitative abundance determination is a
poor temperature indicator. If CH4 is the major carbon
n upper limit for the temperature may be estimated from
le fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

the CH4 = CO boundary if the metallicity is known. Only de-
termination of the methane and the CO abundances gives infor-
mation about the total carbon abundances (�C = CO + CH4)
and hence metallicity.

Carbon monoxide, CO. Figures 6a–6c are the counterparts
to Figs. 5a–5c and show CO mole fractions inside the CH4 field
as a function of temperature, pressure, and metallicity. As dis-
cussed earlier in connection with the CH4/CO boundary, the CO
abundance decreases with decreasing temperature and increas-
ing pressure. A comparison of the three plots in Fig. 6 shows that
the CO abundance inside the CH4 field varies with metallicity.
This behavior is understood by rearranging Eq. (21) to solve for
the CO mole fraction
XCO = K−1
4 P−2

T XCH4 · XH2O
/

X3
H2

. (29)
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Inside the CH4 field, where the total carbon abundance can be
approximated by the CH4 partial pressure, CO comprises a minor
fraction of total carbon. We rewrite the carbon mass balance
equation (16) as

�C ∼= PCH4 , (30)

and the CH4 mole fraction is

XCH4
∼= X�C. (31)

Because CO is negligible throughout most of the CH4 field, H2O
comprises ∼100% of the total oxygen in the gas, and the H2O
mole fraction is

XH2O
∼= X�Ogas = 0.84 X�O. (32)
tituting Eqs. (31) and (32) into Eq. (29) and again using the
llicity factor m to denote enrichments or depletions relative
ole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

to solar metallicity, XCO is given by

XCO
∼= 0.84 m2X�CX�OK−1

4 · P−2
T X−3

H2

= 1.45 m2X�CX�OK−1
4 · P−2

T . (33)

In the right-hand side of Eq. (33) the H2 mole fraction of 0.833
in a solar metallicity system is taken as constant, which is a
very good approximation for the small metallicity variations
considered here. Equation (33) shows that inside the CH4 field,
equilibrium CO mole fractions are proportional to m2 and have
a strong dependence upon metallicity.

CO Chemical Reaction Time Scales

Figure 7 shows the chemical time scales for the CO to CH4
conversion (log tchem in seconds) as a function of temperature
and pressure. The conversion is fastest at high pressures and
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FIG. 14. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the acetylene (C2H2)

temperatures, but is very slow at low temperatures and low pres-
sures. The details for the calculation of these reaction time scales
are based on the model by Prinn and Barshay (1977) and are
given in Fegley and Lodders (1994). We adopted this kinetic
scheme here because the results well reproduce the observed
CO abundances for Jupiter and Saturn.

Carbon monoxide is observed in the upper atmospheres of
Jupiter and Saturn at ∼1 part per billion by volume, and in the
upper atmosphere of Neptune at ∼0.65 part per million by vol-
ume (Tables 8.3, 9.7, and 11.3 in Lodders and Fegley 1998).
As first shown by Prinn and Barshay (1977), the observed CO
abundances are many orders of magnitude higher than its chem-
ical equilibrium abundance at the observed level. The presence
of CO in the upper atmospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, and Nep-
is probably due to rapid vertical mixing from the deep
ospheres where the equilibrium abundances of CO is much
ole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

larger (Prinn and Barshay 1977; Fegley and Prinn 1985; Fegley
and Lodders 1994; Lodders and Fegley 1994). In essence, CO-
bearing gas parcels are convectively mixed upward at a rate that
is rapid enough to quench the chemical destruction of CO in
the gas parcels. The atmospheric level at which destruction of
CO stops is called the quench level. The temperature and pres-
sure of the quench level depend upon the rate of convective
mixing, which is parameterized using a vertical eddy diffusion
coefficient (Keddy), and upon the kinetics of CO destruction. The
Keddy values are estimated from free convection theory and the
observed heat fluxes. The kinetics of CO destruction is mod-
eled using the scheme proposed by Prinn and Barshay (1977) in
which the rate-determining step is H2CO + H2 → CH3 + OH,
with a rate constant estimated from the rate of the reverse re-

action (CH3 + OH) and the equilibrium constant. The observed
CO abundances on Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune can be matched
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FIG. 15. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the formaldehyde (CH2O

using the Prinn–Barshay thermochemical kinetic scheme. About
10 years after their scheme was proposed, Yung et al. (1988)
suggested an alternative kinetic scheme for CO destruction that
involves the methoxy radical (CH3O), which is an important
intermediate in combustion and flame chemistry. However, the
Yung et al. model apparently did not reproduce the observed CO
abundances, possibly because of incomplete experimental data
on all reaction rate constants. It is also possible that chemical
pathways in the high-pressure, H2-rich atmospheres of the gas
giant planets are different than those in lower pressure flames
on Earth.

Shortly after Gl 229B was discovered, we made the first ther-
mochemical equilibrium model of its atmospheric chemistry
(Fegley and Lodders 1996). We used the Marley et al. (1996)
T profile and showed that CO was less abundant than CH4 at
ospheric levels cooler than 1470 K. These results led us to
mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

state: “Sufficiently rapid vertical mixing in the atmosphere of
Gl 229B is expected to yield detectable quantities of CO in the
atmosphere of this brown dwarf.” We also suggested if CO de-
struction were quenched at the same temperature as on Jupiter,
a CO abundance of about 10 ppmv would result. Quenching at
higher temperatures would lead to more CO, while quenching at
lower temperatures would lead to less CO. Subsequently, Noll
et al. (1997) detected CO in Gl 229B and estimated its abundance
at >50 ppmv, which corresponds to thermochemical equilibrium
at temperatures ≥1250 K according to our modeling. Noll et al.’s
observations probed a cooler atmospheric level. They proposed
that the CO they saw was due to vertical transport, but they did
not model this process in any detail.

More recently, Griffith and Yelle (1999) reconsidered the

abundance and origin of CO in Gl 229B. They took theoreti-
cal computations of reaction rates from the literature and used
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FIG. 16. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the methanol (CH3OH

them to argue against the Prinn–Barshay scheme. Then they used
the Yung et al. (1988) kinetic scheme, updated with new kinetic
data, to explain the observed CO abundance on Gl 229B.

All of this stimulated our interest in taking another look at
the question of how CO is reduced to CH4 and we convinced
ourselves that enough progress in combustion and flame chem-
istry had been made since Prinn and Barshay (1977) to address
this problem (e.g., see Gardiner 2000). We plan to reexamine
both the Prinn–Barshay and Yung et al. (1988) kinetic schemes
using the newly available kinetic data to see if either, neither, or
both can explain the observed CO abundances on the gas giant
planets. Preliminary results for Jupiter using updated Yung et al.
(1988) kinetics indicate that the CO abundances at the quench
level are about two orders of magnitudes lower at a given Keddy
n those obtained from the Prinn and Barashay (1977) scheme,
ich reproduces observed CO abundances on Jupiter.
mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

Here chemical lifetimes of CO, N2, and HCN are calculated
for solar metallicity. As noted by Fegley and Prinn (1985), these
tchem values are independent of the enrichment or depletion of
heavy elements relative to solar abundances. Thus, the graphs
showing log tchem for CO, N2, and HCN apply to all three metal-
licities we study.

Water, H2O. Water vapor is an important opacity source in
atmospheres of brown dwarfs and giant planets, especially if
no water condensation has taken place. Water vapor is generally
important because oxygen is about twice as abundant as
carbon and even if CO is the major C-bearing gas, about half
of all gaseous oxygen can be tied up in water. Carbon dioxide
becomes an important C-bearing gas at very low temperatures

and pressures (see Fig. 2) and the H2O abundance is decreased
inside the field of CO2 dominance. Conversely, when methane
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TABLE I
Major Carbon-, Oxygen-, and Nitrogen-Bearing Gases

in Order of Decreasing Abundance at 1000 K

1000 bar 1 bar 10−7 bar

Carbon- and oxygen-bearing compounds
H2O
CH4 CH4 CO
CO, C2H6 CO CO2

CH3, CH3OH CO2 CH4

C2H4, CO2, CH2O CH3, C2H4, CH2O, C2H6 CHO, CH2O
C3H8, HCOOH CH3OH CH3, HCOOH

Nitrogen-bearing compounds
NH3 N2 N2

N2 NH3 NH3

CH3NH2 HCN HCN, NS
NH2, HCN HNC HNC, NH2, NO
HNC CH3NH2, HNCO, NH2 HCNO

becomes the major C-bearing gas, the oxygen previously tied
up in CO is converted into water according to Eq. (4).

Figures 8a–8c show the water mole fractions as a function
of P, T, and metallicity. Water is the major oxygen-bearing gas
at temperatures below the CH4 = CO boundary (Figs. 2 and 4)
and water abundances decrease at higher temperatures and lower
pressures in the CO field. At a given temperature and pressure,
water abundances are higher at higher metallicities because of
higher O/H ratios relative to solar. Within the region of the CO
field is a larger region where water abundances are relatively
constant. This region of relatively constant mole fractions at
high temperatures and low pressures is seen at all metallicities
and occurs once CH4 is ≤1% of total carbon. The CO/H2O ratio
and the H2O mole fractions are then constant over a wide P–T
range. The H2O mole fraction decreases and the CO/H2O ratio
increases at high temperatures where thermal dissociation of
H2O becomes important.

Water condensation takes place in the upper atmospheric re-
gions if temperatures and pressures cross the water condensation
curves shown in Fig. 9. Water condensation occurs below 400 K
in the pressure range investigated here. In Fig. 9 the scales are
expanded and extended P–T profiles for Jupiter, Gl 299B, and
the M dwarf from Fig. 1 are also shown.

Water condensation temperatures increase as metallicity in-
creases because the amount of oxygen (i.e., water) relative to hy-
drogen is higher with increasing metallicity. The condensation
temperature of water as a function of total pressure (in bars) and
metallicity is approximated by

104/Tcond(H2O) = 38.84 − 3.93 × [Fe/H] − 3.83 × log Ptot

− 0.20 × [Fe/H] × log Ptot. (34)
Water condensation is only expected in the coolest atmospheres
such as those of giant planets (Fig. 9). The P–T profile for
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Gl 229B from Marley et al. (1996) does not cross any water
condensation temperature curves. Water vapor is expected to be
a dominant opacity source in Gl 229B or other similar methane
dwarfs and strong water bands are observed in Gl 229B and
other T and L dwarfs (see references cited in the introduction).

Carbon dioxide, CO2. Another important carbon and oxy-
gen bearing gas is CO2 and its abundances as a function of
metallicity are shown in Figs. 10a–10c. Although it is not the
major carbon-bearing gas in the P–T range here, carbon dioxide
is fairly abundant when CO is the major carbon-bearing gas.
A comparison of Figs. 5a–5c and 10a–10c shows that CO2 is
more abundant than CH4 over a wide P–T range inside the CO
dominance field. The CO2 abundances throughout much of the
CO field are independent of total pressure and depend only on
temperature. Inside the CO dominance field CO2 is formed via
the net thermochemical reaction

CO + H2O = CO2 + H2, (35)

which has an equilibrium constant K35 given by

K35 = PCO2 PH2/
(
PCOPH2O

) = XCO2 XH2

/(
XCOXH2O

)
(36)

independent of total pressure. Rearranging to solve for the CO2

mole fraction yields

XCO2 = K35
[(

XCOXH2O
)/

XH2

]
. (37)

The quotient inside the square brackets is approximately con-
stant because the CO and H2O mole fractions can be replaced

FIG. 17. The labeled regions map the presence of the major nitrogen-
bearing gases as a function of P and T in a solar composition gas. The dividing
lines show where the different gases have equal abundances (e.g., NH3 and
N2). The dashed line indicates the condensation temperature of NH4SH (s). The
ammonia condensation temperatures are at lower temperatures than shown in

the graph.
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FIG. 18. The NH3 = N2 boundary, along which NH3 and N2 have equal abundances, as a function of pressure and temperature for subsolar (a), solar (b), and

enhanced (c) metallicities.

by Eqs. (25) and (26) to give

XCO2 = K35X�C
(
X�Ogas − X�C

)/
XH2 . (38)

Equation (38) is a function of temperature only until sufficiently
high temperatures where H2O thermal dissociation becomes ap-
preciable.

The inflection points on the CO2 mole fraction contours occur
along the CH4 = CO boundary. The CO2 mole fractions are a
function of both temperature and pressure inside the field where
CH4 is the dominant C-bearing gas because there CO2 is formed
via the net thermochemical reaction
CH4 + 2H2O = CO2 + 4H2. (39)
The equilibrium constant (K39) for reaction (39) is

K39 = PCO2 P4
H2

/(
PCH4 P2

H2O

)= XCO2 X4
H2

/(
XCH4 X2

H2O

)
P2

T.

(40)

Rearranging to find the CO2 mole fraction and substituting for
XCH4 and XH2O using the mass balance equations (31) and (32)
gives

XCO2 = K39X�C(0.84X�O)2/(0.833)4 · P−2
T

∼= 1.465 K39X�CX2
�Ogas

· P−2
T . (41)
Equation (41) shows that the CO2 mole fraction is inversely
proportional to (PT)2 and varies with temperature inside the CH4
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FIG. 19. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the ammonia (NH3) m

field. The CO2 mole fractions shown in Figs. 10a–10c are a po-
tential temperature indicator for early L and M dwarfs, provided
that the overall metallicity is known because higher metallici-
ties favor higher CO2 abundances for a given temperature and
pressure.

Methyl, CH3. The methyl radical is among the next most
abundant hydrocarbons after methane. Methyl mole fractions
are shown in Figs. 11a–11c as a function of metallicity. Inside
the CH4 field, CH3 radicals are formed by thermal dissociation
of CH4

CH4 = CH3 + H, (42)

and their abundance is inversely proportional to total pressure
XCH3 = K42XCH4

/
XH · P−1

T . (43)
ole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

Inside the CO field, CH3 radicals form via the net reaction

CO + 3H2 = H2O + CH3 + H (44)

and their abundance is proportional to total pressure

XCH3 = K44XCOX3
H2

/(
XH2OXH

) · PT

∼= 0.578 · K44X�C/
(
X�Ogas − X�C

) · PT/XH. (45)

The CH3 abundance contours are relatively insensitive to tem-
perature and are nearly parallel to isobars inside the CO field,
and are potential pressure indicators for early L and M dwarfs of
known metallicity. Methyl radicals formed by solar UV driven

photochemistry have been observed in the upper atmospheres
of Saturn and Neptune (Bezard et al. 1998, 1999) at column
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densities of (2.5–6.0) × 1013 on Saturn and (0.7–2.8) × 1013 on
Neptune. The corresponding mixing ratios are a few 100 ppb.
Similar CH3 mole fractions are expected in the deep atmospheres
of T dwarfs such as Gl 299B.

Ethane, C2H6. Ethane is the second most abundant hydro-
carbon after methane. Mole fraction contours of ethane are
shown in Figs. 12a–12c for different metallicities. Ethane abun-
dances decrease with decreasing temperatures and pressures in
the CO field. In contrast, C2H6 abundances are pressure indepen-
dent over wide ranges in the CH4 dominance field. This behav-
ior occurs because the equilibrium constant for C2H6 formation
from methane is not a function of pressure:

2CH4 = C2H6 + H2 (46)

K46 = PC2H6 PH2

/
P2

CH4
= XC2H6 XH2

/
X2

CH4
. (47)

The ethane abundances inside the CH4 field are diagnostic of
temperature if the metallicity is known and if all C2H6 is ther-
mochemical in origin. The latter condition is definitively not true
for the gas giant planets in our solar system where the observed
C2H6 is produced photochemically. The relative importance of
photochemical and thermochemical sources for C2H6 in Gl 229B
and in other T dwarfs, especially those that are “free floating,”
has not yet been evaluated. Finally, we note that propane (C3H8,
not shown) displays behavior similar to ethane, but has abun-
dances about 10 orders of magnitude lower.

Ethylene, C2H4 and acetylene, C2H2. The abundances of
these two hydrocarbons are plotted in Figs. 13a–13c and 14a–
14c. The inflection points in the contours occur at the CH4 =
CO boundary (Fig. 4) and arise because of the different net
thermochemical reactions that are responsible for formation of
C2H4 and C2H2 in the CH4 and CO dominance fields. Inside the
CH4 field, C2H4 forms via the net reaction

2CH4 = C2H4 + 2H2, (48)

and the C2H4 mole fraction is given by

XC2H4 = K48X2
CH4

/
X2

H2
× P−1

T
∼= 1.44 K48X2

�C × P−1
T , (49)

where XH2 is taken as constant at these near-solar metallicities.
In the CO field, ethylene is formed via the net reaction

2CO + 4H2 = C2H4 + 2H2O, (50)

which leads to

XC2H4 = K50 X2
COX4

H2

/
X2

H2O × P3
T

∼= 0.481 K50X2
�C

/(
X�Ogas − X�C

)2 × P3
T. (51)
The C2H4 abundance is inversely proportional to the total pres-
sure inside the CH4 field and proportional to (PT)3 inside the CO
D FEGLEY

field. Similarly, C2H2 is formed via the net reaction

2CH4 = C2H2 + 3H2 (52)

inside the CH4 field and via the net reaction

2CO + 3H2 = C2H2 + 2H2O (53)

inside the CO field. The corresponding expressions for the vari-
ation of the C2H2 abundance with pressure are

XC2H2 = K52X2
CH4

/
X3

H2
× P−2

T
∼= 1.73K52X2

�C × P−2
T (54)

inside the CH4 field and

XC2H2 = K53X2
COX3

H2

/
X2

H2O × P2
T

∼= 0.578 K53X2
�C

/(
X�Ogas − X�C

)2 × P2
T (55)

inside the CO field. As a consequence, the C2H2 abundance
is inversely proportional to (PT)2 inside the methane field but
directly proportional to (PT)2 inside the CO field.

Figures 12 and 13 indicate that C2H4 mole fractions of about
0.1 ppb to a few ppb are expected in the deep atmospheres of
T dwarfs. These abundances are comparable to those of C2H4

in Jupiter’s atmosphere. Acetylene mole fractions of 0.1 ppb to
∼10 ppb are expected in the deep atmospheres of T dwarfs such
as Gl 229B. This is about 100 times smaller than C2H2 mole
fractions in the jovian atmosphere. Smaller amounts of C2H4

and C2H2 are expected in the atmospheres of L and M dwarfs.

FIG. 20. A plot of solid ammonium hydrosulfide (NH4SH) condensation
curves for subsolar, solar, and enhanced metallicity systems. Solid NH4SH is
stable on and above the condensation curves. These curves intersect the P, T
profile for Jupiter, where solid NH4SH clouds are expected, but do not intersect

the P, T profiles for Gliese 229B or the M dwarf, where solid NH4SH clouds are
not expected.
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FIG. 21. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the molecular nitrogen (N

Finally, the photochemical contribution to C2H4 and C2H2 in
the deep troposphere of T dwarfs remains to be assessed.

Formaldehyde, CH2O. Formaldehyde is among the more
abundant oxygen-bearing organics. Figures 15a–15c display
the CH2O abundance contours as a function of metallicity.
The points of inflection where formaldehyde mole fractions
peak in P–T space, follow again the CH4 = CO boundary
(Fig. 4). Inside the methane field, formaldehyde forms via the net
reaction

CH4 + H2O = CH2O + 2H2, (56)

and its abundance is inversely proportional to total pressure

XCH2O = K56XCH4 XH2O
/

X2
H2

× P−1
T

∼= 1.441 K56X�CX�Ogas × P−1
T . (57)
) mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

Inside the CO field, CH2O forms via

CO + H2 = CH2O, (58)

and its abundance increases linearly with total pressure

XCH2O = K58XCOXH2 × PT
∼= 0.833K58X�C × PT. (59)

The CH2O mole fraction contours are relatively insensitive to
total pressure inside the CO field because K58 only varies weakly
with temperature. Thus, CH2O is potentially a pressure indicator
in L and M dwarfs. The expected formaldehyde abundances in

the deep atmospheres of T dwarfs are ∼0.1–10 ppb depending
on P, T, and metallicity.
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Methanol, CH3OH. Methanol abundance contours are plot-
ted in Figs. 16a–16c. The contours are independent of total pres-
sure inside the methane field where CH3OH forms via the net
reaction

CH4 + H2O = CH3OH + H2. (60)

Rearranging the equilibrium constant expression for this reac-
tion gives

XCH3OH = K60XCH4 XH2O
/

XH2
∼= 1.20K60X�CX�Ogas , (61)

which shows that the CH3OH abundance is a function only of
temperature. In contrast, inside the CO dominance field, CH3OH
is formed via the net reaction

CO + 2H2 = CH3OH, (62)

which leads to a dependence upon (PT)2 for the CH3OH mole
fraction

XCH3OH = K62XCOX2
H2

· P2
T

∼= 0.694 K62X�C · P2
T. (63)

Methanol abundances in the deep atmospheres of T dwarfs are
predicted to be about 0.01–0.1 ppb, and in principle, can be used
as a temperature indicator. Methanol abundances of 0.1 ppb are
expected at the kilobar level in Jupiter’s atmosphere.

Other carbon- and oxygen-bearing gases. Many other
carbon- and oxygen-bearing gases are present at equilibrium un-
der the conditions investigated here. Table I gives a list of species
in order of decreasing abundance for three different pressures
at 1000 K to illustrate what species are the most important
ones. Except for those compounds noted in the text, no other
compounds can be used to serve as either pressure or tempera-
ture indicators.

Nitrogen Chemistry

The major features of nitrogen chemistry are similar to those
of carbon. Figure 17, which is analogous to Figs. 2 and 3, shows
the major nitrogen-bearing gases over a wide range of pressure
and temperatures; the lines show where the different nitrogen-
bearing gases have equal abundances. The distribution of nitro-
gen between the major gases NH3 and N2 is described by the
equilibrium

0.5N2 + 1.5H2 = NH3, (64)

which depends on temperature and total pressure. At high pres-
sures, ammonia gas dominates, and at low pressures, N2 gas
dominates, but the NH3 to N2 transition is favored by higher
temperatures. At the highest temperatures shown, thermal dis-
sociation of N2 to atomic N and subsequent thermal ionization

+
to N take place at low pressures while at high pressures NH3

dissociates to NH2 and NH. On the other hand, at the lowest
D FEGLEY

temperatures (and highest pressures) shown, NH4SH conden-
sation takes place, followed by solid ammonia condensation at
even lower temperatures (see discussion below).

Figures 18a–18c show the NH3 = N2 boundary, where am-
monia gas and N2 have the equal abundances as a function of
metallicity. Although NH3 and N2 have equal abundances along
this line, the fraction of total nitrogen in each of the two gases
is different with ∼1/3 in NH3 and 2/3 in N2. A comparison of
Fig. 18 with the P–T profiles from Fig. 1 shows that the major
N-bearing gas in cool T dwarfs and giant planets is NH3, while
N2 is the major N-bearing gas in L and M dwarfs.

The NH3 = N2 boundaries in Fig. 18 are located at con-
siderably lower temperatures and higher pressures than the
corresponding CH4 = CO boundaries (Fig. 4) for a given
metallicity. Higher metallicities shift the NH3 = N2 boundary
to lower temperatures and higher pressures. Any object showing
NH3 is expected to show methane as the major carbon-bearing
gas. The gas giant planets in our solar system have essentially all
of their nitrogen as NH3 in their observable atmospheres because
their atmospheric P–T structures fall into the ammonia field (for
NH3 condensation see below). Brown dwarfs such as Gl 229B
are borderline objects because the P–T profile of Gl 299B just
cuts through the NH3 = N2 boundaries at low temperatures. Am-
monia has been tentatively detected in Gl 299B by Saumon et al.
(2000). A comparison of Fig. 1 with the NH3 = N2 boundaries
in Fig. 18 shows that the P–T profile for Gl 229B crosses the
NH3 = N2 boundary at lower temperatures for higher metallici-
ties. In low-mass M dwarfs with atmospheric P–T characteristics
as shown in Fig. 1, N2 is always the major N-bearing gas.

Ammonia, NH3. As discussed above for CO and methane,
NH3 is still present in some amounts when N2 is the major

FIG. 22. Logarithmic time scale (seconds) contours for the chemical con-

version of N2 to NH3. The conversion of N2 to NH3 is favored at high pressures
and high temperatures.
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FIG. 23. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the methylamine (CH3NH

N-bearing gas. The mole fractions of NH3 are shown in
Figs. 19a–19c as a function of metallicity, P and T. Abundances
decrease as temperatures and total pressure decrease when mov-
ing away from the NH3 = N2 boundaries. At given temperature
and pressure, ammonia abundances are larger at higher metal-
licities relative to solar, because of the relatively higher N/H
ratio. Figures 19a–19c indicate that ammonia may be present in
detectable amounts even when N2 is the more abundant gas and
the use of the NH3 = N2 boundary as a temperature indicator
has the same problems and uncertainties as discussed above for
the estimation of the temperature from the CO-CH4 boundary.

We can devise a similar formalism for the ammonia depen-
dence on metallicity as done above for the metallicity depen-
e of the methane and CO abundances. The mole fractions
mmonia in the field where N2 is the major gas are described
) mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

by using the equilibrium constant of Eq. (64)

XNH3 = K64X0.5
N2

X1.5
H2

× PT. (65)

Using the approximation that essentially all nitrogen is found
as N2, which is true a relatively short distance from the NH3 =
N2 boundary inside the N2 field, we can substitute X(N2) =
0.5X�N. Introducing again the metallicity factor “m,” Eq. (65)
becomes

XNH3 = K64(m × 0.5X�N)0.5X1.5
H2

× PT, (66)
which shows that the mole fractions of ammonia in the N2 field
are proportional to total pressure and proportional to m0.5.
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FIG. 24. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the hydrogen cyanide (HC

Condensation of ammonium hydrogen sulfide and ammonia
NH4SH (s), NH3 (s). In the coolest atmospheres, NH4SH (s)
and NH3 (s) condensation may take place and cause ammonia
vapor removal from the upper parts of the atmosphere. Solid am-
monia clouds are observed and NH4SH (s) clouds are strongly
suspected for the giant planets Jupiter and Saturn. Ammonium
hydrosulfide is the first major ammonium bearing condensate
and its condensation temperatures are shown for three metal-
licities in Fig. 20 (note the extended temperature axis). Higher
metallicities (i.e., higher N/H and S/H ratios than solar) cause an
increase in condensation temperatures. The NH4SH (s) conden-
sation temperatures as a function of total pressure and metallicity
are approximated by

104/Tcond(NH4SH, s)
= 48.94 − 4.27[Fe/H] − 4.15 × log Ptot. (67)
N) mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

The amount of nitrogen removed from the atmosphere by
NH4SH condensation is limited by the abundance of H2S gas.
Essentially, all sulfur is tied up in H2S gas (only about 2.5% of
all sulfur is removed into Na2S solid and liquid at higher T; see
Lodders 1999a). The atomic abundance ratio of sulfur to nitro-
gen is ∼0.17 (independent of the metallicities considered here)
so ample NH3 remains in the gas after NH4SH condensation.
The remaining ammonia gas condenses as ammonia solid or
liquid, but only at lower temperatures than NH4SH condenses.
The condensation temperatures of ammonia as a function of total
pressure and metallicity are approximated by

104/Tcond(NH3) = 68.02 − 6.19 × [Fe/H] − 6.31 × log Ptot.

(68)
Figure 20 includes the P–T profiles for the three types of
low-mass objects. Ammonia gas becomes depleted only in the
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upper atmospheres of objects whose P–T profiles cross the NH4SH
condensation curves, which is found for Jupiter. In T dwarfs
such as Gl 229B, removal of ammonia by condensation is not
expected and is of no relevance in warmer L and M dwarfs,
where ammonia gas never is the major nitrogen-bearing gas to
begin with.

Diatomic nitrogen, N2. Mole fractions of diatomic nitrogen
decrease from the NH3 = N2 boundary toward lower tempera-
tures and higher pressures in the ammonia field, as shown for
different metallicities in Figs. 21a–21c. The N2 mole fractions
are sensitive to metallicity; for example, at subsolar metallicities,
N2 abundances are smaller than at solar metallicity at a given
T and P. The N2 abundances in the ammonia field are derived
similarly to those discussed above for CH4, CO or NH3 and we
obtain for the mole fraction of N2

XN2 = K−2
64 (m · X�N)2

/
X3

H2
× P−2

T (69)

The mole fractions of N2 are inversely proportional to total pres-
sure squared and proportional to the square of the metallicity
factor m.

N2 Chemical Reaction Time Scales

Figure 22 gives the chemical time scales for the N2 to NH3

conversion (log tchem in seconds) as a function of temperature
and pressure. The details for the calculation of these reaction
time scales are given in Fegley and Lodders (1994). The rate
determining step for homogeneous gas phase conversion of N2

to NH3 is the reaction of molecular H2 plus N2 to NH (imido-
gen) and the chemical lifetime of N2 depends on the molecular
number densities of H2 (denoted by square brackets):

tchem(N2) = 1/{kN2 [H2]}. (70)

The kinetic rate constant kN2 = 8.45 × 10−8 exp(−81,515/T),
in cm3/s, is from Lewis and Prinn (1980). The conversion is
fastest at high pressures and temperatures, but very slow at low
temperatures and low pressures. Comparison of these time scales
with the nominal P–T profiles in Fig. 1 shows that the N2 to NH3

conversion is quenched very deep in the atmospheres of gas giant
planets and T dwarfs. Interestingly, these deep levels are inside
the ammonia field for gas giant planets such as Jupiter, but are
inside the N2 field for T dwarfs such as Gl 229B. The thermo-
dynamics and kinetics of the N2 to NH3 conversion predict that
NH3 is the major N-bearing gas and N2 is a minor N-bearing gas
in the gas giant planets, but predict the opposite for T dwarfs.
These results, first presented by Lodders (1999c) are consistent
with the tentative detection of NH3 in Gl 229B (Saumon et al.
2000). Likewise, NH3 is predicted to be a minor species while
N2 is the major N-bearing gas in the atmospheres of L and M
dwarfs on both thermodynamic and kinetic grounds.
Methylamine, CH3NH2. Among the abundant N-bearing
gases at higher pressures and lower temperatures is CH3NH2.
BSTELLAR OBJECTS 419

The abundance contours in Figs. 23a–23c have inflections
at the location of the CO = methane boundaries (Fig. 4) and
of the NH3 = N2 boundaries (Fig. 18), showing the profound
influence of the major gas boundaries on trace gas chemistry.
Trace amounts of methylamine (0.1 ppb) may be present in the
deep atmospheres of gas giant planets and T dwarfs. A compar-
ison of the mole fractions of CH3NH2 in Figs. 23a–23c and the
P–T profiles in Fig. 1 indicates that CH3NH2 abundances in L
and M dwarfs are insignificant.

Hydrogen cyanide, HCN. Among the more abundant N-
bearing gases after N2 and NH3 is HCN, for which the mole
fractions are shown in Figs. 24a–24c as function of metallicity.
An increase in metallicity increases the HCN mole fractions at
a given temperature and pressure. The mole fraction contours
show much more curvature than those for N2 or NH3. The high-
est abundances of HCN are found at high pressures and high
temperatures in the ammonia stability field. With decreasing
temperatures (at high total pressures) HCN abundances drop
and the equilibrium abundances are low in giant planets and
cool brown dwarf atmospheres. In objects where N2 is the ma-
jor gas, HCN abundances are sensitive to total pressure but not
very sensitive to temperatures and HCN abundances can be used
as a pressure probe in early L and M dwarfs.

There are three qualitatively different regions of major abun-
dant gases determining the HCN chemistry (1) CH4 and NH3,
(2) CH4 and N2, and (3) CO and N2. In the CH4 and NH3 region,
HCN is formed via the net reaction

CH4 + NH3 = HCN + 3H2. (71)

Using the equilibrium constant expression for Eq. (71), the HCN

FIG. 25. Logarithmic time scale (seconds) contours for the chemical con-

version of HCN to NH3. The conversion of HCN to NH3 is favored at high
pressures and high temperatures.
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Figure 25 shows the chemical time scales for the HCN to NH3
FIG. 26. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the hydrogen isocyanate (HC

mole fraction is given by

XHCN = K71(XCH4 XNH3 )
/

X3
H2

× P−2
T

∼= 1.728 K71X�NX�C × P−2
T (72)

and is inversely proportional to the square of total pressure. In
the CH4 and N2 region, HCN forms via the net reaction

CH4 + 0.5N2 = HCN + 1.5H2. (73)

The HCN mole fraction is then given by

XHCN = K74XCH4 X0.5
N2

/
X1.5

H2
× P−1

T

∼= 1.315 K74X�C(0.5X�N)0.5 × P−1
T (74)
O) mole fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

and is inversely proportional to the total pressure. Finally, in the
region of major CO and N2, HCN forms via the net reaction

CO + 1.5H2 + 0.5N2 = HCN + H2O. (75)

The HCN mole fraction is obtained from

XHCN = K75XCOX0.5
N2

X1.5
H2

/
XH2O × PT

∼= 0.761K75X�C(0.5X�N)0.5/X�Ogas × PT (76)

and is proportional to the total pressure.

HCN Chemical Reaction Time Scales
conversion (log tchem in seconds) as a function of temperature and
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FIG. 27. Contours (on a logarithmic scale) of the imidogen (NH) mo
pressure. The conversion is fastest at high pressures and temper-
atures, but very slow at low temperatures and low pressures. The
kinetic modeling is described in Fegley and Lodders (1994). The
rate determining step of converting HCN to NH3 is the reaction
of HCN plus molecular H2 to CH2 and NH, and the chemical
lifetime of HCN depends on the molecular number densities of
H2 (denoted by square brackets),

tchem(HCN) = 1/{kHCN[H2]} (77)

and the kinetic rate constant kHCN = 1.08 × 10−8 exp(−70,456/

T), in cm3/s, from Lewis and Prinn (1980). If quenching occurs
6 8
values of 10 –10 seconds then HCN mole fractions of

ppm are implied by Figs. 1 and 24 for T dwarfs such as
le fraction for subsolar (a), solar (b), and enhanced (c) metallicities.

Gl 229B. If slower convective mixing leading to quenching at
larger tchem values of 108–1010 seconds is assumed, then HCN
mole fractions of ≤0.1 ppm are implied for Gl 229B-like T
dwarfs. Because of the shape of the HCN mole fraction contours,
HCN abundances of 1–10 ppb are implied for M dwarfs, and
intermediate abundances of 10 ppb to 0.1 ppm for L dwarfs, for
quenching at similar tchem values.

Hydrogen isocyanate, HCNO. The abundances of HCNO
are shown in Figs. 26a–26c. Its chemistry is similar to that of
HCN but HCNO abundances are about five orders of magnitude
lower than those of HCN at a given P and T. The HCNO figures

are included because HCNO abundances are potential pressure
probes for early L and M dwarf atmospheres.
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Imidogen, NH. Among the minor abundant N-bearing gases,
NH is a good temperature indicator because its mole fractions
are virtually independent of total pressure for the pressure range
covered here (Figs. 27a–27c). The NH mole fractions are below
10−20 at T < 1000 K for all metallicities and detection of this
temperature probe is probably only possible in the deep atmo-
spheres of L dwarfs and photospheres of M dwarfs. This is the
only compound among the C-, N-, and O-bearing compounds
investigated here which shows a pressure-independent distribu-
tion over a wide total pressure range.

Other N-bearing compounds. Table I lists other N-bearing
compounds that are next most abundant after N2, NH3, CH3NH2,
and HCN. There are no other major abundant N-bearing gases
which could be used as either temperature or pressure indicators.

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The equilibrium thermochemistry for carbon, oxygen, and
nitrogen reveals the following trends in chemical speciation:
Methane and ammonia formation are favorable at low tempera-
tures, high total pressures, and low metallicities. The presence
or absence of major CO, N2, CH4, and/or NH3 establishes a
relative effective temperature scale and indicates that five po-
tential types of objects exist: (1) Objects with major CO and N2

have the highest effective temperatures; these are most likely
low-mass early L and M dwarfs. (2) Next are objects with major
CH4 and N2; these are in the methane brown dwarf (T dwarfs)
category. (3) The objects with the coolest effective temperatures
show major CH4 and NH3, which are very cool brown dwarf
candidates (late T dwarfs). The brown dwarf Gl 229B is a bor-
derline case for this cool T-dwarf scale. G1570D, one of the
coolest T dwarfs with Teff in the range of 784–824 K (Burgasser
et al. 2000a, Geballe et al. 2001) may fall into the methane plus
ammonia group. All objects with CH4 and ammonia bands are
expected to have water vapor if their atmospheres are sufficiently
hot to prevent water condensation. Again, Gl 229B whose model
P–T just “misses” the water condensation curve is a borderline
case. (4) The fourth type of object is cool enough so that water
condenses into clouds and they show methane and ammonia
bands. (5) Among the fifth type of objects are very cool, giant
planet-like objects, which only show methane but no ammonia,
because ammonia has condensed as NH4SH and/or NH3. Such
cool objects lack water vapor in their upper atmospheres, be-
cause water condenses at higher temperatures (greater depth) in
the atmosphere than does ammonia.

The presence of CH4 alone does not constrain temperature,
and an abundance determination of methane is needed to obtain
a reasonable temperature estimate. The abundance of methane
is temperature and pressure dependent. If total pressure (or tem-
perature) is independently determined and abundances of CH4

are known, the temperature (or pressure) is uniquely defined.
The mole fractions of methane are relatively metallicity inde-
pendent under conditions where CO is the major C-bearing gas
and the abundance of CH4 provides a metallicity independent
D FEGLEY

constraint on the temperature. At constant T and P, mole frac-
tions of other species discussed here generally show an increase
when metallicity is increased.

Several other temperature and pressure indicators are identi-
fied. These species may prove useful if there are spectral win-
dows that allow their detection deep in the atmosphere. For giant
planets and cool methane dwarfs, the deep atmospheric abun-
dances of ethane (Fig. 12) and methanol (Fig. 16) are diagnostic
temperature probes because their abundances are relatively inde-
pendent of total pressure. We did not find a good T-independent
pressure indicator for these objects among the more abundant
C-, N-, and O-bearing species investigated here.

The total pressure in the deep atmospheres of the more mas-
sive L and M dwarfs can be probed by the abundances of methyl
(Fig. 11), HCN (Fig. 24) and HCNO (Fig. 26). Their abundances
are relatively insensitive to the temperature at the expected P–T
conditions for these hotter objects. A temperature indicator for
M dwarfs is the abundance of CO2 (Fig. 10). Finally, the abun-
dances of NH are a potential temperature indicator for all types
of objects with atmospheric conditions spanning the T and P
ranges investigated here.
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